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Abstract
This dissertation explores a crisis in South African composition through an analysis of
the field of art music in the period 1980-2006. Drawing on the work of Pierre
Bourdieu (1993) and Thomas Kuhn (1970), I argue that the field of composition
shifted from an autonomous to a more heteronomous mode of production during this
period, and that this shift was embodied in a change of artistic paradigm. In chapter
one I show how an ‘autonomous’ paradigm during the 1980s upheld the Eurocentric
outlook and value system of apartheid, and how it was replaced in the early 1990s by
a more ‘heteronomous’ or ‘cross-cultural’ paradigm. The composer case studies
(chapters two to four) show how Kevin Volans, Peter Klatzow, and Hendrik Hofmeyr
contributed to aesthetic and social change in the field, especially with regard to the
inclusion of African elements. Chapter five is a critique of the Johannesburg
Philharmonic Orchestra as a ‘Proudly South African’ post-apartheid institution,
showing how its programming policy is detrimental to the interests of composers. The
Conclusion reflects on the dominated position of the field of composition relative to
economic and political imperatives in the field of power, and considers how a
prolonged and continued crisis has challenged the very notions of what constitutes
artistic value in the field.
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Fig 3 Nyamaropa chord progression
Fig 4 Matepe pattern IIA player 1
Fig 5 Matepe pattern IIIA player 2
Fig 6 Matepe chord progression
Fig 7 White Man Sleeps (original) repeat structures in the Fourth Dance
Fig 8 Cicada bar 1 interlocking between the two pianos
Fig 9 Leaping Dance bar 1 interlocking between the two pianos
Fig 10 Kneeling Dance bars 15-20 sudden change to mantra-like stillness
Fig 11 Incantations bars 1-3 full score
Fig 12 Arab Priest bars 2-9 solo bassoon
Fig 13 Arab Priest bars 14-17 solo flute and bassoon
Fig 14 Arab Priest bars 29-30 synthesized sitar
Fig 15 Arab Priest bars 29-36 full score
Fig 16 Arab Priest bar 99 flute & 1st violin
Fig 17 Arab Priest bar 106 flute & synth
Fig 18 Arab Priest bars 7-8 viola & synth
Fig 19 Arab Priest bars 102-103 bassoon
Fig 20 Arab Priest bars 99-104 full score
Fig 21a Nag, bar 1 opening motif
Fig 21b Nag bar 20 fugue theme
Fig 21c Nag bar 91 closing motif
Fig 22 Notturno bars 3-6 opening motif from A
Fig 23 Notturno bars 41-43 bridge material (motif) x
Fig 24 Notturno bars 14-17 opening motif from B
Fig 25 Notturno bars 42-45 B1 with appoggiatura motif derived from A in middle
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Fig 26 Notturno bars 72-85 Coda (thematic material from B in upper register over
accompaniment figures (x) derived from A)
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Fig 27 Theme from Variazioni sopra una mazurka di Chopin, bars 1-5 (Chopin’s
Mazurka in F minor, Op. 68 No. 4, bars 1-5)
Fig 28 Variazioni sopra una mazurka di Chopin bars 79-83 palimpsest from Var. 2
Fig 29 Variazioni sopra una mazurka di Chopin, bars 118-122 palimpsest from Var. 3
Fig 30 ‘Preludio’ from Partita Africana bars 1-6
Fig 31 Kalunga bars 1-3 beginning of the first section (in which Hofmeyr simulates
African drumming techniques)
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